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JUDICIAL CooPeRAtIon BetWeen  
the eU AnD non-MeMBeR stAtes

Dominik Brodowski*

ABSTRACT

More and more, the EU looks beyond its member states when enhancing judicial 
cooperation in criminal matters. For example, it recently concluded agreements on 
extradition and mutual legal assistance with the USA and a mutual legal assistance 
agreement with Japan; the Stockholm Programme calls for more such agreements to be 
negotiated in future. Their potential direct applicability and the partial abolishment of 
classic safeguards cause constitutional implications, which were already tested in 
Hungary and may pose a severe issue in future cases before the German Constitutional 
Court. In order to truly create a “Europe that protects”, a stronger emphasis needs to be 
put on a union-wide territoriality exception and a ground for refusal based on EU 
citizenship.
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1. THE ExTERNAL DIMENSION OF FREEDOM, SECURITy 
AND JUSTICE

Cooperation in criminal matters is the core theme of the Europeanization of Criminal 
Law1: How can criminal proceedings which affect more than one state be made easier, 
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1 In comparison, the harmonization of criminal law only affects few types of crimes, and the 
Stockholm Programme (infra footnote 13) is sceptical regarding future harmonization of criminal 
laws. The harmonization of criminal procedure and the step-by-step approach initiated by the 
Swedish presidency (OJ C 295 of 4.12.2009, p. 1) is only in its beginning: A (vertical) coordination of 
criminal proceedings – as discussed by the Council Framework Decision 2009/948/JHA of 
30 November 2009 on prevention and settlement of conflicts of exercise of jurisdiction in criminal 



The New Journal of European Criminal law is the leading interna-
tional journal on European criminal law. It analyses, discusses, 
defines, develops and improves criminal law in Europe and in 
particular criminal law as it is drawn up by the European Union 
and the Council of Europe. 

European criminal law is an established and recognised legal 
discipline. It is not confined to the European Union, but it extends 
to all forty-seven States of the Council of Europe. Institutionally 
speaking European criminal law is driven by both the EU and the 
Council of Europe under the supervision and influence of the 
Court of Justice of the European Communities as far as the EU is 
concerned and by the European Court of Human Rights as regards 
the Council of Europe. 

Although European criminal law is a recognised body of law, it 
constitutes by no means a perfect system and it requires analysis 
and discussion, so that it may develop and improve. Analysis and 
discussion cannot be the exclusive preserve of the legislative and 
judicial bodies; others must contribute to ensure balanced solutions. 

Nor is European criminal law confined to what is traditionally 
considered as criminal law. It extends to and complements envi-
ronmental law and competition law. As regards competition law 
the New Journal of European Criminal Law is running a section 
dedicated to the criminalisation of competition law and of hard-
core cartels in particular. It is the first ever legal journal to treat 
criminal and competition law disciplines related at their interface. 

The New Journal of European Criminal Law has two patrons: 
the European Criminal Bar Association (ECBA) and the European 
Criminal Law Academic Network (ECLAN). It serves as a forum for 
both legal practitioners and academics interested in issues related 
to European criminal law. Its editorial board comprises as wide a 
cross-section of the legal profession as possible. The New Journal 
of European Criminal Law solicits articles from all those involved 
in criminal law in its European dimension. It seeks a large variety 
of articles, on a spectrum ranging from short case notes with lit-
tle or no comment, to opinionated comments on developments to 
long in-depth critiques of judgements and legislative measures 
with proposals for reform or change. 

To ensure originality, the New Journal of European Criminal Law has 
a peer-review system which is applied to long in-depth articles. 
This is necessary to maintain the position of the New Journal of 
European Criminal Law as the pre-eminent journal in its field and 
to guarantee the continued quality of its contents. For the same 
reason an Advisory Committee, composed of several authorities 
on the subject of European criminal law, supervises the Journal 
and its future development.

Thus, each issue comprises i.a. an editorial, in-depth articles 
submitted to a peer review, cutting-edge and to-the-point analysis 
& opinions, case law notes and legislative updates.
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